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We suggest a qualitative explanation of os illations in ele tron apture de ays of hydrogen-like 140 Pr and 142 Pm
ions observed re ently in an ion experimental storage ring (ESR) of Gesells haft für S hwerionenfors hung (GSI)
mbH, Darmstadt, Germany. This explanation is based on the ele tron multiphoton Rabi os illations between
two Zeeman states of the hyperne ground level with the total angular momentum F = 1=2. The Zeeman
splitting is produ ed by a onstant magneti eld in the ESR. Transitions between these states are produ ed by
the se ond, su iently strong alternating magneti eld that approximates realisti elds in the GSI ESR. The
Zeeman splitting amounts to only about 10 5 eV. This allows explaining the observed quantum beats with the
period 7 s.

3=2+

1. INTRODUCTION
The

authors

time-modulated
bital ele tron

142 Pm60+

of

Ref.

weak

[1℄

reported

de ays

apture of hydrogen-like

ions

(these

ions

re ently

observed
have

in

140 Pr58+

oddodd

on

the

or-

E

and

nu lei)

1s1=2

oasting in the ion experimental storage ring (ESR)
in Gesells haft für S hwerionenfors hung (GSI) mbH,
Darmstadt, Germany.

E

1=2+

Using a nondestru tive sing-

le-ion time-resolved S hottky mass spe trometry, they
found

that

an

exponential

de ay is modulated

in

Fig. 1.

time with a modulation period of about 7 se onds
for both ions. The authors of Ref. [1℄ attributed this
observation to a

oherent superposition of nite-mass

eigenstates of the ele tron neutrinos from the weak

Only a weak perturbing os illating (magneti ) eld was

de ay into a two-body nal state. This idea was deve-

onsidered in [4℄. Here, we extend this approa h to a

loped in Ref. [2℄, where time modulation was explained

strong perturbing eld based on our previous adiabati

in terms of the interferen e of two massive-neutrino
mass eigenstates. But it was

approximations for a two-level system [
lear spin of oddodd nu lei

annot os illate using

approa h in Ref. [2℄ if only standard physi s of the
weak intera tion is involved.

p
E=m 2 1

Further, another explanation was proposed in [4℄. It
is based on a me hanism related to Rabi multiphoton
os illations between atomi

hyperne levels that

(Z )2

140 Pr59

5; 6℄.

The nu-

142 Pm61 is
equal to one. The energy of the hydrogen-like 1s state
with the nu lear harge Z = 59 is equal to

on luded in Ref. [3℄ that

the de ay rate measured at GSI

m 2

and

52 keV:

This level is splits (Fig. 1) into two hyperne levels

an

F = 1=2 (lower)
= 3=2 (higher). The ele tron apture de ay
from the F = 3=2 state is forbidden be ause the fully
ionized daughter nu leus has the spin I = 0. 50 % of
with the total angular momentum

oer su h a period. The Rabi multiphoton frequen y

and

was derived using the multiphoton perturbation theory.
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In the GSI storage ring, ultrarelativisti atomi

ions

ir ulate in the plane perpendi ular to the strong magneti

H0 = 0:1 T. This is an average value

eld about

of the eld be ause the a tual value varies.

The ra-

r = 15 m. The Zeeman
splitting of the lower state F = 1=2 is ~!0 = 2e H0 =
= 1:2  10 5 eV, where e is an ele tron Bohr magneton.
10
Hen e, !0  10 1=s. The lower state is (1=2; 1=2)
and the upper state is (1=2; +1=2). The se ond os il-

dius of the

ir le in the ring is

lating magneti

eld in the ESR produ es transitions

between these states (the fo using of the ion beam o urs due to several quadrupole magnets).
lating magneti

eld

perpendi ular to the

h sin !t

onstant magneti

has the frequen y of the order of
Here,

N

The os il-

is dire ted in the plane
eld. The eld

!  N =r  109 1/s.

 100 is the possible number of magneti
!0 =!  10.

de-

vi es on the ring. Hen e,

The number N of ele tron apture de ays of
hydrogen-like 140 Pr59 ions per se ond as a fun tion of
the time t after the inje tion into the experimental storage ring [1℄. The inset shows the fast fourier transform
of these data

Fig. 2.

140
81 Pr59

the de ay of the

1+ ! 0+

+ -de

an ele tron

OSCILLATING FIELD
The goal of this se tion is to investigate the intera tion of a strong

ay:

system in the
basi

The relativisti
harge

Z

! 140
82 Ce58 + e :

We use the adiabati

1s1=2 state

upper state (

the lower hyperne state

F

= 1=2.

along the
magneti

140 Pr
rogen-like
of time. The

al ulate the

+1=2) into the

1=2).

As is well known, it is mathemaon-

eld produ ing the Zeeman splitting

axis.

We also rst dire t the os illating

h sin(!t) along the x axis.

S hrödinger

H^ (t) (t) = E (t) (t);
H^ (t) = e ^z H0 + e ^x h sin(!t);

where

apture from

^x

and

^z

are Pauli matri es. The wave fun -

tion is presented in the form of a superposition of the
unperturbed lower and upper states

apture de ays of hyd-

142 Pm61

z

eld

equation

=

ions per se ond is given as a fun tion

ase of the

approximation to

We seek eigenstates of the adiabati

nu leus, this

The experimental data in Ref. [1℄ are shown in
Fig. 2. The number of ele tron

ourse,

problem of above-barrier ree tion. We dire t the
stant magneti

E = 0:4 eV. The M1 spontaneous gamma3=2+ ! 1=2+ o urs during the short time

3
9
~3 e2 m 2
=
4 me4 ~ E = 0:03 s;

and we should therefore dis uss ele tron

Of

ti ally equivalent to the WKB approximation for the

moment of the oddodd nu leus with

splitting is
de ay

 !0 .

!

rate for transition from the lower state (

2Z 3
 Ry2
i
E = p
;
1 (Z )2 2 1 (Z )2 1 N Mp 2
where N is the nu lear magneton and  = +0:88N
140
81 Pr59

units), i. e.,

theory are not appli able for strong alternating elds.

hyperne splitting of the

ase of the

omparison with the separation between

the well-known results of time-dependent perturbation

for nu lear spin 1 is [7℄

nu lear spin 1. In the

eld with a two-level

assumption is the smallness of the frequen y of

the eld in

h p

is the magneti

lassi al magneti

ase of a multiphoton resonan e [5℄. The

levels (in atomi

nu leus is

apture:

140 Pr59 + e
81
with the

TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM IN A STRONG

nu leus is the GamovTeller

140 Pr59 ! 140 Ce58 + e+ + e :
82
81
140
50 % of the de ay of the 81 Pr59

The other

2. ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION FOR A

ion is similar.
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We obtain the following equations for

a1

and

a2 :

is that these amplitudes be added together

~!0

in
(1)

point to the next. Here, the quantity

Z q

!0
!

S=

q

2

1 + q2 sin2(!t) ;

represents the a

(2)

2e h =
~!0

are only interested in the

h
:
H0

(3)

S=

tk

omplex turning points

These
for

E1 (tk ) = E2 (tk ), when e
k i
+ ar sh 1q ; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :
! !
are

E1;2 (t).

We rst

the

fundamental

onsider the point

t0 .

A

we obtain the following result for the

bran h

se ond

(4)

ording to [

[0; =!℄.

w12 = exp
:
Here,

t1

2 Im [E2 (t)

E1 (t)℄ dt :
;

t1

8; 9℄,
t0

(5)

where

R = exp
where

D(x) is the

1
1 + q2

!0

p

omplete ellipti

kind. It follows that the quantity
small in terms of the adiabati

N

;

m

where

is exponentially

parameter

!0 =!

! 0;

T

= N=!.

T

is related

Finally, we express

T2



Z q

0

K = 2m + 1.

3

1 + q2 sin2 ' d'

K!5 ;

(11)

Therefore, the transition only o -

Æ-fun

tion in Eq. (11) ex-

onservation law, and its argument

ontains the magnitude of the energy shift due to the
external eld (the Stark ee t).

ount

We next pro eed to an analysis of the transition

W12 .

Kq2

 1, we use Eq. (11) to obtain the

(they all lie at the same distan e from the real time

rate

axis) allows passing from absolute probabilities to pro-

transition rate in the perturbation theory:

babilities per unit time (rates). A

(10)

jA12 j2 = 2!2 

presses the energy

unit pre-exponential fa tor is exa t.

k 6= 0 into a

semi lassi al

is an integer. The time interval

urs in odd harmoni s. The

 1.

Referring to this formula, we also emphasize that the
Taking the turning points with

)=2 = m + ;

!0
 Æ 4 !

(6)

integral of the third

w12

a

ondition has the form

by the formula

W12 =

D
! 1 + q2
p

is

the transition rate as

is an arbitrary point on the real time axis.

!)

S

integral of the

N turning points
A12 , we nd
2
(9)
jA12 j2 = w12 sinsin2[N[(S(S )=)=2℄2℄ :

(S

Evaluating the integral, we nd

(

quantity

(8)

;

1 + q2

omplete ellipti

The

The resonan e

to

w12 = R2 ;

p

#

q

Summing the amplitudes from the

ontribution to

9
=

Zt0

"

and taking the absolute value squared of

(

8
<

!0 p
1 + q2 E
!

is the

kind.

ontains the fa tor

phase ( lassi al a tion) taken on the temporal interval

points

the transition probability introdu ed by the point

k = 0):

E (x)

where

ondition

points

[E (t)℄

1 =2 ;
it hanges sign during the transition from the point tk
to the point tk+1 . It follows from Eq. (7) that
be ause the WKB wave

that lie in the upper half-plane. They are determined

tK =

lassi al a tion bet-

pears in front of the exponential in the phase fa tor

Similarly to the problem of above-barrier ree tion, we

from the

umulation of the

(7)

ween neighboring turning points. The minus sign ap-

where we introdu e the dimensionless quantity

q=

1 + q2 sin2 ' d'

0

are given by

~!0

oherently.

onne tion with the transition from a given turning

From system (1), we nd that the energy eigenvalues

E1;2 (t) = 

:::

exp(iS ) appears in the amplitude ak

The phase fa tor

2 a1 + eh sin(!t)a2;
~!
E (t)a2 = + 0 a2 + e h sin(!t)a1 :
2

E (t)a1 =

apture

ording to the prin-

If

W12 =

iple of superposition of quantum me hani s [10℄, the

A12 for a transition into the upper state
is a sum of the amplitudes ak asso iated with the individual turning points tk . The resonan e ondition

total amplitude

2!2  eq 2K Æ(!0
 4

K!):

We see that the perturbation theory validity

(12)
riterion

with regard to the transition rate is more stringent than
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with regard to the Stark shift. On the other hand, we

Using

write the well-known expression for the transition rate

tions for the

obtained by dire t appli ation of time-dependent per-

C1

turbation theory:

W12 (exa

2  2K
Æ(!0
) = 2! 4 Kq
[(K 1)!!℄ 4

K!):

t

Using Stirling's formula,

(13)

C2

K  1.

142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012

onditions (16), we obtain the following equaoe ients

h

exp(i"=!)

C1

p

1

and

C2 :

i

R2 exp(iS )

=

= C2 R exp( iiS );
exp(i"=!) + 1 R2 exp( iS ) =
= C1 R exp(iS ):

h

it is easy to verify that

Eqs. (12) and (13) agree exa tly for

òîì

p

It turns out

R and S

(17)

that the WKB approximation works reasonably well

The quantities

even for small values of

Equating the determinant of the system (17) to zero,

K.

For example, the ratio of

these rates is equal to 0.75 for
The adiabati

K = 1.

we obtain the equation for the quasi-energy

linearly independent basi

fun tions

1 (t) =

2

3

t

os((t)=2) exp 4i Z ( ) d 5 ;
sin((t)=2)
0
2

!

sin((t)=2) exp 4
2 (t) =
os((t)=2)

i

Zt

0

3

whi

(14)

S=

"=

(15)

" and "0
and C2 :

fun -

tions, Eq. (14):

[=!; 2=!℄, by
t1 (for the fun tion 1 (t))
2 (t)). The Hamiltonian H^ (t)

axis into the next temporal interval

T^ = ^z exp
whi h is a translation by

=!



solution

+

t and a si around the z

hosen su h that they are eigenfun tions of

T^ (t) = ^z (t + =!) = exp(i"=!) (t):
Be ause applying the transformation

T^

oe ients

C1

#)1=2

s

;
#)1=2

(20)

:

goes over into the wave fun tion

+!

!

1 exp  1 i! t
2 0
0

whi h des ribes an ele tron in the lower hyperne state.

axis in the energyspin spa e. Therefore, the solutions
an be

there are two sets of

"

(

in the time

multaneous rotation through the angle

(19)

When the intera tion is turned o adiabati ally, the

is invariant under the transformation

 
! t

",

1 R2
1 1
2
1 + R2 tg2 S
s
( "
1
1 R2
C2 = 
1

2
1 + R2 tg2 S

passing the bran h point



=

C1 =

2:

ontinue this solution analyti ally along the real

tion

(2K + 1)!  ! (S )2 + R21=2 :
2


Corresponding to the two values of the quasi-energy,

[0; =!℄ is

a superposition of the linearly independent basi

t1 (for the fun

(2K + 1) + S; S ! 0
2

and the quasi-energy is of the form

The general solution on the temporal interval

and

(18)

In the neighborhood of a multiphoton resonan e,

( ) d 5 ;

tg (t) = q sin(!t);
p
(t) = !20 1 + q2 sin(!t) :

We



the semi lassi al phase is

where we introdu e the notation

= C1 1 + C2

"  p
= 1 R2 sin S;
!
0
h has two solutions, " and " = 
".

sin

are given by

!

are given by Eqs. (6) and (8).

T^:

It su es to dene the wave fun tion of a quasi-energy
state on the temporal interval

(16)

an be

[0; =!℄ only, be ause it

onstru ted easily on other temporal intervals

by means of

ondition (16).

The probability of a transition from the lower hy-

twi e gives

1=2; +1=2) to the upper hyperne state
1=2; 1=2) during the adiabati turning on of the per-

translation by a whole period, these solutions des ribe

perne state (

states with a denite quasi-energy

(

".
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turbation is determined by the square of the lower
ponent of the spinor

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<

+:

:::

w

om-

0:5

s

1 1
W (t) =
2>
>
>

2
os (t) 1 +1R2Rtg2 S sin (t) 

>
>
>
:

2

R



The quantity

apture

os 4S 2
p

Zt

0

( )

39
>
>
>
d 5 >
>
>
=

os2 S + R2 sin2 S

>
>
>
>
>
>
;

0:4

0:3

:

(21)

2

3

4
t; min

Derived dependen e of the apture de ay on
time t taking Rabi os illations into a ount

Fig. 3.

( ) is dened in Eq. (15). The last term

in this expression des ribes rapid os illations with a
small amplitude ex ept in the neighborhood of a mullated by the fun tion

sin (t).

1=2; +1=2)
1=2; 1=2), whi h is in-

turned on, adiabati ally or instantaneously.
A

dependent of time:

a t

Here,
kind.

K (x) is the

omplete ellipti

At the resonan e point,

P

p

1+q2

ording to Eq. (19) the quasi-energies in the ex-

K -photon resonan
"=

:

(22)

levels (in the

ase of an exa t multiphoton resonan e)

integral of the rst

Rabi

= ! R =
=

approximation,

and is also true for the exa t solution of the problem.
We now turn to the

ase of instantaneous turning

In this

The
the

+

and

asymptoti

.

tain

tem is in the lower state.

t = 0, the sys-

Omitting the intermediate

(

!0 D
!

 10



(1p+ q2 ) 1=2
1 + q2



10 ln 4Hh 0

quen y is of the order of 0.1 s

tion of the upper level is

Eq. (26) that

where the value of

P

= 21 (1

6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 (7)

p

1 + q2

!

= 2K2+ 1 

integral, we ob-


s

(26)

1:

h = 0:4H0

1.

It follows from

= 0:04 T, whi h is in agree-

We assume that the

apture rate from the upper

m = +1=2) is equal to  + Æ and the apture
rate from the lower sublevel (m =
1=2) is  Æ. The
sublevel (

ele tron

ondition

q

(25)

ment with experimental data.

(23)

is given by Eq. (22).

At points where the

!0 p
1 + q2 E
!

P 2 );

:

The experimental value of the multiphoton Rabi fre-

steps, we nd that the average probability of popula-

W

)

(see above) and using an

expression for the ellipti

9
Rabi = 10 exp

oe ients of this superposition are found from
ondition that at the initial instant

!
exp


!0 =!

Substituting

ase, the solution is a

superposition of the quasi-energy states

(2K + 1)!  ! R:
2


is

That the populations are equal at the exa t resonan e

on the perturbation.

e are of the form

Hen e, the Rabi frequen y of os illations between two

= 0 and W = 1=2.

is a fa t not related to the adiabati

ase of a strong

eld and is independent of the way the external eld is

probability from the lower hyperne state (

!

upation probability

Condition (24) gives the posi-

tions of multiphoton resonan es in the

to the upper hyperne state (

q

an integer), the o

for ea h level is 1/2.

Averaging (21) over time leads to the transition

1
W = (1 P );
2s
2
1 R2
P=
K
2
 (1+q )(1+R2 tg2 S )

K

holds (with

tiphoton resonan e, where these os illation are modu-

apture de ay is modulated by Rabi os illa-

tions:

w(t) = [

(24)
81

h(Æt) + sh(Æt) os(2

)℄ exp(

Rabi t

t);

V. P. Krainov
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H^ (t) = e ^z H0 + e h (^x

Æ    Rabi :
1 , Æ = 1=30 min 1 ,
In parti ular, if we set  = 1=3 min
1
and Rabi = 10 min
, then the time dependen e of the
ele tron

where

^x , ^y , ^z

x axis.

and

whi h is dire ted along the

da
i~ 1
dt
da2
i~
dt

x; y)

z axis.

eld,

We seek a solution of the S hrödinger equation

i~

 (t)
t

= H^ (t) (t);

= e H0a1 + eh exp( i!t) a2;
= eH0 a2 + e h exp(i!t) a1:

tial

p

In the resonan e

2e h2 + (~!=2 e H0 )2 :

ase

~!=2

=

ondition

a1 (0) = 1, a2 (0) = 0 is of the form

 e H0 ,

(29)

!

and

7:5  10

eld

8:6  10

16 eV,

eV, for the phenomenon of a quantum

squared mass dieren e

(m)2 = 2:20  10

4

2

eV .

It

is about 2.9 times larger than latest value reported by

In re ent review papers [

(31)

eld

h.

Therefore,

on-

oherent superposition of the two hyperne

states with the total angular momenta

F

ir ularly

annot explain the observed

= 3=2. This

F

= 1=2 and

ould lead to well-known quantum beats

with the beat period

apture de ay.

T

= ~=E , where E is the hyE values in 140Pr and

perne splitting. However, the

142 Pm

ions are about 1 eV, whi h leads to beat peri-

ods of more than twelve orders of magnitude shorter

11; 12℄ theoreti ally investigated

dependen e of the orbital ele tron

13; 14℄, the authors

lude that it is probable that the H-like ions are pro-

4. DISCUSSION
Kienle [

16

sive ele tron neutrinos emitted in the de ays with the

(30)

du ed in a

os illations of the ele tron

a = 0:20

beat type. Kienle attributed it to the mixing of mas-

However, this Rabi frequen y is too high at any realispolarized magneti

(28)

the antineutrino os illation experiment.

= !0 = eh=~:

values of the magneti

:

orrespond to the small energy dieren e

and the Rabi frequen y is

ti

!

on average for all three ions. Su h modulation periods

we obtain the

os(!0t) exp( i!t=2)
i sin(!0 t) exp(i!t=2)
Rabi

i!t=2)

is equal to 1.43). The modulation amplitude is

well-known result

(t) =

(27)

moving with 71 % of the speed of light (Lorentz fa tor

Here, we introdu e the notation

=

a1

The exa t solution of these equations satisfying the ini-

i(~!=2 e H0 ) sin(!0 t)℄ exp(
(t) = ~!1 0 [~!0 os(!0 t) i
e h sin(!0 t) exp(i!t=2)

~!0

:

a2 :

eld in the plane (
onstant magneti

!

We obtain the following equations for the quantities

We

onsider the evolution of a two-level system in a

that is perpendi ular to the

a1
a2

=

In the pre eding se tions, we assumed that the os-

ir ularly polarized magneti

The wave

the unperturbed lower and upper states

POLARIZED FIELD

now

os(!t) + ^y sin(!t)) ;

are the Pauli matri es.

3. TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM IN A CIRCULARLY

eld is dire ted along the

142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012

fun tion is presented in the form of a superposition of

apture de ay is as depi ted in Fig. 3.

illating magneti

òîì

than the observed ones. In
we

the time

ontrast to that approa h,

onsider two Zeeman states of the lower hyperne

state with the total angular momentum

apture de ays of

140 Pr, 142 Pm, and 122 I ions in a heavy-ion storH-like

Zeeman splitting amounts to only about

= 1=2. The
10 5 eV, and

F

age ring at GSI Darmstadt, Germany, and found that

therefore quantum beats with the period of 7 s are pos-

the ele tron

sible.

apture rate is not purely exponential but

is in addition time-modulated with the respe tive pe-

T = 7:06 s, 7.10 s, and 6.11 s for
122 I, measured in the laboratory system of the ions

riods
and

A new explanation of the GSI os illations is sug-

140 Pr, 142 Pm,

gested in Refs. [

15; 16℄.

The two-parti le wave fun -

tion of neutrino and re oil nu leus is found as a solu-
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Me hanism of GSI os illations in ele tron

tion of an initial-value problem in the far zone for a
time longer than the ele tron

ele trons of H-like heavy ions with the magneti
the GSI ESR. However, the real magneti

arising in su h a pro ess is a

ESR is not homogeneous. The ESR

onservation and is

:::

means of the intera tions of spins of nu lei and bound

apture de ay lifetime of

a hydrogen-like ion. The neutrino-re oil entanglement
mentum

apture

onsequen e of the mo-

losely related to the wave

ments with magneti

H0

eld of

eld in the

ontains six seg-

dipoles with a homogeneous mag-

= 1:2 T. Ea h dipole magnet bends the

pa ket stru ture of the state. Be ause of the neutrino

neti

mixing, the joint wave pa ket involves a

ion beam by 60 . There is a transition region of about

oherent su-

eld

Æ

perposition of neutrino mass eigenstate pa kets. This

30

is the new physi al realization of the EinsteinPodol-

magneti

skyRosen thought experiment, whi h has no analogue

fo using of the ion beam o

in quantum opti s and quantum informati s. A

lass of

m with a gradient of the magneti
eld in reases from zero to

nets. Of

possible experiments for the registration of a neutrino

eld, where the

H0 = 1:2 T. The

urs due to quadrupole mag-

ourse, the magneti

eld in the ESR is not

homogeneous overall. But due to the stability of the

and a re oil nu leus is proposed. It is shown that due to

orbits of ion beams in the ESR, the approximation of

spatial

the real magneti eld by a homogeneous magneti eld

orrelations, neutrino and re oil os illations

be observed in the

an

oin iden e experiment. However,

seems to be rather good. We

the re oil nu leus does not os illate. Observing the spatial

orrelation and neutrino os illations requires a

an

on lude from this

onsideration that the value of the ee tive

or-

magneti

onstant

eld in the GSI experiment should be dimi-

relation experiment in whi h an experimental event in-

nished. Approximating several quadrupole magnets by

volves an independent registration of the neutrino and

an os illating magneti

the re oil nu leus in two dete tors.

approa h.

In Ref. [17℄,

orre tions to the ratio of ele tron

ture rates in hydrogen- and helium-like ions are
lated. It follows that the most signi ant
is the ele tron s reening ee t. The
simple form

eld is, of

ourse, a qualitative

ap-

The authors of Ref. [20℄ dis uss a model in whi h

al u-

a re ently reported modulation in the de ay of the

ontribution

hydrogen-like

orre tion has the

the

(1 5=16Z )3, whi h ranges from almost

140 Pr58+

and

142 Pm60+

oupling of rotation to the spin of ele tron and

nu lei (Thomas pre ession).

50 % in helium to 1 % in heavier nu lei.

ions arises from

A similar model de-

s ribes the ele tron modulation in muon experiments
orre tly.

The authors of Ref. [18℄ also studied a model for the

An agreement with the GSI experimen-

tal results is obtained for the

GSI anomaly in whi h they obtained the time evolu-

urrent values of the

onsidering the quan-

g-fa tors, g(140 Pr58+ ) = 1:872 and
142
g( Pm60+ ) = 1:864, if the Lorentz fa tor of the bound

tum entanglement between the daughter parti le and

ele tron is equal to 1.88. This value is xed by either of

bound ele tron

tion of the population of parent and daughter parti les
dire tly in real time, by expli itly

neutrino mass eigenstates in the two-body de ay. They

the two sets of experimental data. The model predi ts

onrmed that the de ay rate of the parent parti le and

that the modulation is not observable if the motion of

the growth rate of the daughter parti le do not feature

the ions is linear, or if the ions are stopped in a target.

a time modulation from interferen e of neutrino mass
eigenstates. The la k of interferen e is a

However, the goal of the

onsequen e

of the orthogonality of the mass eigenstates. This result also follows from the density matrix obtained by

in the ring) does not
tum
of

In Ref. [19℄, the authors investigated the inuen e

F,

F,

it only

ir ular orbit

hange the value of the momen-

hanges the evolution of the dire tion

whi h does not ae t the ele tron

apture rate

however. The author of Ref. [21℄ notes that any link

eld of the GSI ESR on the periodi

time dependen e of the orbital K-shell ele tron

2; 12; 20℄ are not satis-

fa tory. The motion of an ion (along a

taking the tra e over the unobserved neutrino states.

of the magneti

omment in [21℄ is to show

that the explanations in Refs. [

between the GSI os illations and atomi

apture

phenomena

de ay rates of H-like heavy ions. They approximated

would not look natural.

the magneti

and intera tions in the ion in luding the intera tions

eld of the ESR by a homogeneous mag-

Indeed, the energy intervals

ontrast to the assertion in other works,

with external elds in the storage ring in the GSI ex-

they showed that the motion of an H-like heavy ion

periment ex eed 0.1 Hz by many orders of magnitude.

neti

eld. In

in a homogeneous magneti
of a periodi

eld

He postulates that phenomena su h as Rabi os illations

annot be the origin

time dependen e of the ele tron

de ay rates of the H-like heavy ions. They
that the time modulation of the ele tron

with a noti eable modulation amplitude would require

apture

a spe ial experimental arrangement and do not happen

on luded

a

apture de ay

rates of H-like heavy ions with periods of the order of a
few se onds, observed at GSI,

identally.
In re ent paper [22℄ (O tober 2011), the authors

annot be explained by

investigated the deviations from the usual exponential
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ÆÝÒÔ,

5.

general framework: an exponential de ay law with superimposed os illations.

They have shown that this

6.

distribution of the unstable state is left and (even very
ount, whi h sup-

7.

pretation is

Â. Ï. Êðàéíîâ, Â. Ï. ßêîâëåâ, ÆÝÒÔ

8.

an be reprodu ed. If their inter-

52, 3686

orre t, they predi t that if the GSI ex-

Ë. Ä. Ëàíäàó, Å. Ì. Ëèøèö, Êâàíòîâàÿ ìåõàíè
Ôèçìàòãèç, Ìîñêâà

9.

À. Ì. Äûõíå, Â. Ï. Êðàéíîâ, Áûñòðûå è ìåäëåí

number of de ays per se onds rapidly drops to zero due

íûå ïîäñèñòåìû â àòîìíîé èçèêå,

to a fundamental property of quantum systems:

Ìîñêâà (2002).

the

behavior of the survival probability at short

10.

times after the preparation of the system. Finally, the
of os illations superimposed on the exponential de ay
were also found in other unstable, but dierent, quanold atoms

They spe ulate that these super-

P. Kienle, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser.

12.

P. Kienle, Nu l. Phys. A

In

14.

on lusion, we here suggested a qualitative exapture de ays

of hydrogen-like

ions observed

140 Pr58+

and

142 Pm60+

15.

in the GSI experiment. This explanation is based on
the multiphoton Rabi os illations between two Zeeman

16.

states of the hyperne ground level with the total angular momentum

F

= 1=2.

827, 510

012065 (2009).

(2009).

Y. Litvinov and F. Bos h, Rev. Progr. Phys.

74,

F. Bos h and Yu. A. Litvinov, Progr. Part. Nu l. Phys.

64, 435

(2010).

I. M. Pavli henkov, Phys. Rev. D

84, 073005

I. M. Pavli henkov, Phys. Rev. D

84,

(2011).

099902(E)

(2011).

Os illations are produ ed

by a su iently strong alternating magneti

171,

016301 (2011).

fundamental phenomenon of quantum me hani s.
planation of os illations in the ele tron

Ìèð, Ìîñêâà (1968).

11.

13.

imposed os illations are a manifestation of the same

Èçä-âî ÌÔÒÈ,

. Ôåéíìàí, À. Õèáñ, Êâàíòîâàÿ ìåõàíèêà è èíòå
ãðàëû ïî òðàåêòîðèÿì,

authors note that possible indi ations of the presen e

out of a trap [23℄.

2204

(2010),  53.

smaller than roughly 5 s, then they would nd that the

tum systems, for example, the tunneling of

78,

(1995).

êà. Íåðåëÿòèâèñòñêàÿ òåîðèÿ,

perimentalists manage to measure the system at times

quadrati

537

V. M. Shabaev, N. B. Shabaeva, and I. I. Tupitsyn,
Phys. Rev. A

ut-o model, they have shown

that the qualitative behavior of the os illations seen in
the GSI experiment

66,

(1980).

press the BreitWigner distribution far away from the
peak. Using a simple

Ä. Ô. Çàðåöêèé, Â. Ï. Êðàéíîâ, ÆÝÒÔ
(1974).

ommon as soon as the BreitWigner

simple) form fa tors are taken into a

142, âûï. 1 (7), 2012

4. Y. Litvinov et al., Phys. Lett. B 664, 162 (2008).

de ay law for quantum me hani al systems. They have
studied a typi al behavior of unstable parti les in the

behavior is quite

òîì
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eld in
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014301

(2011).
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